Telling Migration Stories
With Ann Miles and Susan Pozo

Miles (pictured left, above; Sociology) uses ethnographic research methods to tell a story of migration centered on Cuenca, Ecuador. Pozo (pictured left, below; GIST and Economics) uses quantitative research methods to tell a story of refugee migration to the United States.

Diversity in Cities: Past and Present
With Alisa Perkins and James Palmitessa

Perkins (pictured right, above; Comparative Religion) will discuss her ethnographic research on Muslim American civic engagement in Hamtramck, Michigan. Palmitessa (pictured right, below; History) will discuss diversity in Prague during Habsburg rule (c. 1527-1627 C.E.).

Interviews in Fieldwork
With Chien-Juh Gu and Greg Veeck

Chien-Juh Gu (pictured right, above; Sociology) will discuss her interviews with Taiwanese Americans in Chicago. Greg Veeck (pictured right, below; Geography) will discuss his interviews with Han and Tibetan herding households in Gansu Province, China.